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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 
n spite of temperamental Zimbabwean internet and cross-continental editing, Volume 

2.2 of The Narrator is here. This time round we wear our collaborative hats, cementing 

a partnership with both The Durham Review of Books and The University of York’s 

Writing Violence programme run by the South African novelist Margie Orford. As always, 

the dialogue between creative and critical pieces yields up fruitful insight and creates a real 

sense of community among our contributors – see Eleanor Pearce on William Arthur’s 

Flare, Heather Tanner on Suzannah Evans’s Liegendes Mädchen and Stefan Kielbasiewicz 

on the Writing Violence workshops.  We are pleased to include the work of various 

postgraduate writers, as well as photography by Ruxandra Blaga. 

 

We also include an essay celebrating Alice in Wonderland’s 150th birthday, an 

exploration of New Queer Cinema and the discursive turn of AIDS in the 90s.  There is 

fiction set in York, and about the fragmentation of the self, alongside many others.  

 

Our friends at Unknown and Eborakon will be releasing new issues in the near 

future, so do keep a look out for those.  

 

Emily Willis & Sam Kaufman  

I 
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FLARE 

William Arthur  

 
 want to wake...       No—don’t start like that—to start by waking forecloses the night—

and not all awakenings are necessarily beginnings—the night has its dreams and 

they...      they too are tired out by poetry and dream for themselves—dream of being 

taken for what they are—the filing of minutia & system errors in the MS-DOS modulation 

of our minds—No let’s not wake—and let’s not dream—don’t look for poetry in the sun—or 

in the moon’s pockmarked face—don’t measure his sharpening to a sickle—or his greedy 

return as he chomps Pac-Man-like into the darkness—don’t take for granted these miracles 

of nature either—just understand that you yourself are equally miraculous—and twice as 

vile. 

Don’t imbue the actions of birds with grand designs—they eat—and this is enough—they 

fuck—and build intricate little homes also—but this is just survival—they don’t—like us—

make more of it than they should—it is not even right to say 'homes'—it is just the cot in 

which they place their young—unborn—the trees do not whisper to them—unfurling their 

leaves in Spring—and the bird sings always out of self-interest—not for any incidental 

pleasure that might curl itself into our ear. 

 

Give poetry to the kerbstone and the filth on the pavement—so much of our life unfolds 

itself around these things—give poetry to the breezeblock that has none of the qualities of 

its namesake—also to the concrete faced like stone—and the stone faced...   faced or 

masked?—to deny the irregularity of rock—Spilled beer has a certain poetry—more so than 

any that was ever swallowed down and belched back up in hollow profundities—If the sun 

glints pleasingly on a little something—don’t hang the irreplaceable moment upon it for 

poetic scrutiny—consider only how far that light travelled to be squandered upon your 

empty eyes—when it could have lit its flare upon any corner of this bilious cosmos... 
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HOUSE IN HOSUR 

Melony Bethala 

 
He is in every drop of water from the sink, 

in every stitch of the thin quilt on her bed, 

in the words of every text on the bookshelf, 

his name spelled out in square letters 

across the Scrabble board, across the small sign 

nailed to the screen door of the porch. 

 

He is in the garden, in the smell of purple pansies, 

the musk of jasmine that stretch their vines  

over the iron gate. He is among the goldfish in the pond, 

high above her in the coconut tree, ready to pull one down, 

to crack its shell and pour the sweet milk in her mouth. 

 

He is at the kitchen table, gently pinning the wings 

of a butterfly to a boxed collection of things. 

He shows her the veins, the colours of a monarch 

even more beautiful in death. He leads her  

to the veranda, bare feet padding on concrete,  

her world dark except for his solitary star. 
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LIEGENDES MÄDCHEN 

Suzannah Evans 

 
Throw back that zebra quilt 

and give your body space to breathe! 

 

Those long legs span the sofa, 

your breast hangs to the side as if suspended 

and one arm covers your face –  

 

you turn away as if hiding from my painting! 

I make the floor forest-green 

and add an orange fleck to your stomach, 

just where the light hits its curve. 

 

An indigo jumper is about to tumble 

from its precarious position by your foot –  

catch it, now! Although if you don’t want to 

 

it can join the pile of red shoes on the floor, 

and the dark shadows that lurk beneath 

the sofa legs. 

 

One stripe here, one green stroke there: 

nearly done! I paint paintings in the painting, 

and outline the up and down hillocks of your body. 

 

If only I could see your face! 
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Q IS FOR QUESTIONS 

Tamsin Connor 

 
he police station seat is cold. The steel feels like nicks of razorblades on my skin. As 

thin as I am now, the cold spreads through the fat below the surface. I shudder as 

the detective enters the room and he holds up his hand to apologise, as though the 

reaction was aimed at him. Perhaps it was. The ship was much warmer than this, even though 

they think that they have rescued me. I have no idea what day it is, or what time it is, though 

no doubt once the questioning starts I will become acutely aware of every second that passes. 

The detective loiters at the door, waiting for someone it seems. His hand rests on the handle, 

and when he opens it another detective enters. 

‘Hello, Rachel,’ her South African accent breaks through. ‘I am Detective Anna Forster. You 

don’t have to be afraid with us.’ 

*** 

The sea opens out in front of me. Ope tells me that these waters are deeper than the tropical 

ones we have been exploring and there is nothing but blue. The air is so fresh that it feels like 

my first breath every time I open my mouth. Although the colours of the tropics were 

something I had never seen before, I could not stand the moisture in the air. It reminded me 

of my schooling. Of the sticky classroom that became a sandwich room.  The sweat from the 

pubescent boys seeped into my skin, but they were, at the time, my best friends. Their 

laughter I remember bringing joy to the smog of sweat. On-board the ship the Lost Boys have 

shown me a world beyond a Victorian grammar school. A world where I can light a fire, load 

a gun, and answer to no-one but the open seas. 

*** 

‘So you were taken from the yacht?’ Forster asks. 

‘I was on the yacht when they arrived, yes,’ I reply. 

She slides a sheet forwards and slowly turns it over. 

‘Do you recognise this man?’ 

T 
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I almost do not, but my stomach betrays me, and so must have my face because Forster 

tilts her head. His eyes are not the ones I know, there is defiance and anger behind them. I 

can feel his breath behind my ear. 

‘Where is he now?’ 

‘I cannot disclose that,’ Forster replies. 

 ‘I would like a break.’ 

‘Certainly,’ Forster says and they leave the room.  

I walk to the mirrored wall. It has been a long time since I have seen my face, and I no longer 

recognise the person. Except, really, I feel like this is the person that I have always been and 

some imposter had masked me for most of my life. 

*** 

When I was little our source of adventure had stemmed from hurried visits to late night 

newsagents when the electricity meter had run out. There was no warning when the house 

would be plunged into blackness, but as far as I can remember, and have reminisced about 

with my siblings, it was never during the day. It was only after the shadows were dancing 

beneath the England football flag. Alexandre – Ope to his close friends – had also been 

haunted by flags in his childhood. He was from Congo and had laughed deeply when I asked 

if it was from the guerrilla groups that owned the villages. ‘Darling, it was red, white and blue 

that haunted my dreams. From your Jack to the bullshit US Africa Command.’ My childhood 

of tinned stewing steak paled in comparison to the miles he had to walk to find fresh water. 

Miles amongst hidden land mines. 

*** 

Ope finishes reading to me and rolls the pamphlet between his cracked palms. I had been 

force fed Wordsworth, but listening to him recite I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud whilst sailing 

across the sea in a boat that was stolen from the Italian coastguard, I cannot help but have a 

new appreciation for his words. Or at least the tongue that speaks them, and kisses me at 

night. Ope hands me a glass of Zubrowka vodka. He rubs cinnamon around the rim with his 

forefinger, and then holds it out to me. I lick it off and he leans forwards, to suck what is left 

from my tongue. He is the captain of the ship – Dalene. Michael calls his name and when he 

stands he ruffles my hair. The tentacles of an octopus are marked into his skin, and they travel 

up his arm, where a siren straddles the head. 

*** 
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The thing that most surprised me about Ope and the boys was the devout vegetarianism. His 

favourite was to have a heavy lunch and then wait until the stars rose before we had the 

evening meal. The men, all crocheted in deep black lines, sat together creating banquets of 

exquisite spices and vegetables. The boys sang to the moon, each picking up the beat in their 

own tribal tongues, with a unified chorus in French. Any implement to hand transformed 

into an instrument, and they had danced for me in just their underwear, teaching one another 

– a history that had in every case been ripped from them. The only dance I could remember 

was the Gay Gordon, and after the men had retired to their hammocks I taught Ope. We were 

facing North with the moon behind us. As we turned to march forwards, a meteor streamed 

across the sky. 

*** 

The siren blares and people begin to run. It is as though a whirlpool has infiltrated the yacht, 

rather than playing below the surface. A rope ladder is thrown over the side, and a glint of 

light forces me to protect my eyes. An unfamiliar hand pulls my arm from my face, and a man 

is screaming at me in a language I do not understand. I realise the glint was from the shaft of 

the assault rifle in his hands. He throws me to the ground, where the other passengers are 

gathered. I do not dare to look up, and so watch feet pound rubber, which seems to make the 

knees bounce more viciously like a war march. I try to focus on the whistling of the wind, and 

allow my hair to cover my eyes, where I can lose myself in each strand that tries to fly away. 

*** 

There is always talk about the creaking of ships, how they seem alive but that couldn’t be 

further from the truth. It is a mechanical sound, of steel hitting steel – completely inhuman 

and that is what I like the most. The man who brought me aboard the ship climbs down the 

ladder. 

 ‘You have no right to keep me here,’ I say. 

The man thrusts his arm through the cell and grasps my bicep. 

 ‘Do you understand where you are, darling?’ He whispers. ‘Do you understand that I 

have the only right to put you where I choose? Strapped to the front of the boat, or the ocean 

floor.’ 

 ‘You have taken me, but you do not own me.’ The whites of his eyes rev. 

 ‘Darling,’ he whispers. We are so close his lips flick mine. ‘I am the Captain, be grateful 

I have not let my crew own you.’ 
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*** 

When I wake he is wiping my thighs clean. Next to the bed is a bucket filled with red liquid. 

Blood has dried around my knees and stuck to my hair in clumps. Ope smiles at me but his 

eyes are full. ‘Michael brought you to me. He thought you had a disease.’ I try to sit up, but 

he holds my shoulder. ‘The baby is gone.’ He lies next to me. ‘My wife died like this. I could 

not let it happen to you.’ He speaks to me about spirits and energy, about how they move 

around many plains. His arm is across me and I can smell the iron on his fingertips. I am so 

weak that I cannot turn, but he pulls me around, and I can hear his heart pumping with blood. 

It knocks on my eardrum as though trying to filter into my own body. 

*** 

‘So he took you on-board knowing that you were a radar specialist?’ Forster asks. 

‘Yes. He found my ID in my bag.’ 

‘Did he coerce you into helping with the seizure of the yachts?’ 

‘No, he did not.’ 

‘You realise, Miss Frost, that if that is the case then you will be tried in a South African 

court for kidnapping, robbery and murder.’ 

I remain silent. 

‘Four nationalities of coastguards have traced you across four different oceans, 

recovering the wreckages that The Lost Boys have left, and you were with them for months. 

Do you understand the position this puts you in?’ 

I cannot tell whether she wants me to lie so that I can be a free woman in this world that we 

inhabit, or whether she truly believes that I could not have found myself in the open air, 

alongside the chimes of whale pods. 

‘I understand fully.’ 
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STUDYING OVERSEAS &WHEN THE BRITISH 

CAME (Writing Violence) 

Ada Cheong Ka Wen 

 

Studying Overseas 

 

The window is closed on a cold Autumn night.  

Moonlight falls like frost at the foot of my bed  

and a childhood chant fills the dark hostel room.  

Through the glass the wind howls in rhythm,  

like a woman that I remember, eyes incandescent and furious.  

The black pupils have long disappeared and her eyes  

are white and shot through with veins.  

They don't stop rolling like two bloody beetles turned on their backs.  

 

She lives on an island,  

in a condominium with a French name  

on a road with an English name.  

The island is humid with worn-out names  

and the roads have cracked, thirsting for something new.  

Cambridge, Somerset, Mergui.  

And she has a daughter who left home one day to go across the sea.  

That day, the sky was dark  

and the sun was in her lungs like a lantern that had caught its own fire.  

 

Her daughter had looked through the plane window  

and saw the island awash in patches of black and red,  

with bloody street names inked into the roads of their island. 

She saw the glaring red eyes and the lolling tongue  

of the god behind the altar in the hall,  

its ceiling thick with incense offerings.  

And she found her own tongue thick around those of dead white men, 

locked in grotesque kisses as they serenade her  
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with dusty lines of poetry.  

While her homeland recedes, preserved in her glass-bottle memory  

like dead toenails and cracked molars,  

and her thoughts limp towards fruition,  

stumbling on nights like these. 

 

 

When the British Came 

 

On nights like these that stumble towards fruition,  

her thoughts are limp like dead toenails and cracked molars.  

Preserved in her glass-bottle memory  

is a homeland that recedes with dusty lines of poetry.  

Locked in a grotesque kiss it serenades her 

and she finds her own tongue thick  

around those of dead white men. 

 

The ceiling is thick with incense offerings 

for the god behind the altar in the hall. 

She saw the glaring red eyes and lolling tongues 

on bloody street names inked into the roads of their island. 

And saw the island awash in patches of black and red 

As her daughter had looked through the plane window. 

The sun was in her lungs like a lantern that had caught its own fire 

That day, the sky was dark. 

To go across the sea, 

she had a daughter who left home one day. 

Cambridge, Somerset, Mergui 

thirsting for something new. 

The roads have cracked and the island is humid 

With worn-out names. 

On a road with an English name, 

in a condominium with a French name, 

on an island, 

she lives. 
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Like two bloody beetles turned on their backs 

they don’t stop rolling, shot through with veins. 

They are white. 

And her eyes have long disappeared. 

The black pupils are incandescent and furious 

like a woman that I remember. 

The wind howls in rhythm, through the glass, 

and fills the dark hostel room. 

A childhood chant is like frost at the foot of my bed 

And moonlight falls on a cold Autumn night. 

The window is closed. 
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WATERGATE  

Molly Bell 
 

utumn. Ruth’s feet are snug in slippers and her sparrow hands feel warm around the 

mug of freshly brewed tea. The room hums the tune of a quiet life: the lick of fire 

on wood, the gentle ‘thap’ of dog tails on frayed rugs, and an occasional whisper of 

paper as Frances licks a wrinkled finger to turn the page of her book.  

Ruth cradles her mug like a chalice, raising its base high above her nose to gulp down the 

smoky brew. Steam climbs into the frames of her large glasses. She loves to see rooms through 

this veil of milky mist. At university she had been jealous of Frances’ glasses; she even bought 

herself a pair of clear-glass aviators but they made her appear nervous. The frames sat 

anxiously on her tiny nose and Frances often mocked her inability to remember whether she 

was falsely short or long-sighted.  “It doesn’t matter which,” she used to laugh, “just stick to 

one answer.” Now her old eyes are set behind -3 prescription lenses and Frances often 

watches her squint into her Earl Grey. The frown looks just as it had when she pretended. 

Frances pushes her own tortoiseshells back up the bridge of her nose and returns, with a sigh, 

to her book.  

Evening announces her languid arrival, breathing a sharp chill through neglected gaps in the 

window frames. Tessa and Wilfred slink from the fading embers to settle on slippered feet. 

Their disgruntled groans acknowledge that this footwear refutes the prospect of any more 

walks today. Woken by heavy warmth, Frances lets her eyelids rest shut as she wriggles her 

toes and places a hand on Tessa’s back. “She is a comma,” she thinks, tracing the shape of 

her curling spine, “trust us to have a punctuated dog.” Wilfred clambers up from Ruth’s feet. 

The motion stirs a disconnected memory: a lecture they attended on Medieval Literature 

during their second year of study. Frances snuck her, a French and Spanish student, into the 

overfull theatre and told her to behave. Within ten minutes, they stumbled from the room 

with tears on their cheeks and lungs racked from suppressed laughter. One brief reference to 

a traveling hedgehog and they had inevitably succumbed to what Frances’ mother diagnosed 

“the giggling gene.” They crumpled into a heap and shook. 

Nudging Wilfred, Ruth tumbles back into this memory with unusual ease. It is one of the 

yellow moments, borderline orange, and she used to frequent it often. Ruth and Frances 

A 
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developed “moments” when they first saw Water Gate. Anecdotes, which had worn down like 

old shoes amongst school friends, were reemerging from the freshers with virginal promise, 

still smelling of polish and gleaming. The new students of the University of York soon began 

to adorn their personalities with these shiny, promising articles of an interesting past. Frances 

was among them. She had immediately regretted wasting stock on the prim Northern Irish 

girl, whom she invited to walk to town. She unveiled all her family jokes and experiences 

abroad but Ruth just smiled and shrugged. As they approached the Ouse Frances resigned 

herself to silence. Quiet hung heavy on the two girls. It gathered the sound of their shuffling 

feet, the stray crisp packet that tripped along the path, the distant cries of children and dogs 

and cars. It swallowed noise and left behind an uncomfortable lack. Ruth rubbed cold fingers 

together but her friction only made it louder. When they finally reached Millennium Bridge 

they stopped abruptly at its center, both relieved to escape from each other and focus on the 

water. The river seeped into their ears and swept the silence away like a rotten log. Irises 

spread to pull the muddy banks and leaves in. The water’s surface was dappled with sun and 

the wind’s carvings. It swam in their eyes. 

Frances turned to Ruth and grinned. A pause. She felt herself bristle at an imminent shrug 

but the river was in Ruth’s mouth and it swallowed up her nervous shoulders. Then it came. 

It spurted from Ruth’s quivering lips into her hands, pressed to her face, and seeped through 

the gaps in her fingers. Shimmering there for an instant it fell. It pooled at Frances’ feet, 

tickling the hollow space between flesh and bone. Laughter. It stole their breath and soaked 

them through. They saw in each others’ animated faces the shadow of another’s essence, 

which polite conversation so often obscures, and felt their own stirring. In the quiet that 

followed they felt empty, raw and fresh. Silence breathes many different meanings, Frances 

thought. As they fell comfortably into step she knew this one was friendship.  

Ruth walked beside her, thinking that she had never consciously made a friend. Yes, she had 

them but they were all without beginnings. They had formed their bonds too long ago for her 

to remember how the knot was tied. What a curious notion it was, to make a friend. Where 

was friendship formed? It was felt in oneself but required another’s consent. Did it rest in 

them then? And indeed friendship was not a burning thing like love. Love could fever in the 

heart of one without a single ember to glow in their beloved. Love required nothing but one 

beating heart and a single functioning sense. Friendship was like this river, Ruth thought, as 

she gazed onto the Ouse; it must flow amongst the bobbing boats. A sigh of wet soil alerted 
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Ruth to change and she looked down to see thick mud creeping at the sides of her boots. They 

had arrived at a bench, which turned its wooden lap towards the river. Frances must have led 

them there. Ruth glanced at her companion and saw that she also was surprised at their 

diversion.  

“What a life it must be,” wondered Ruth aloud, “that of a bench.” 

Frances looked at it carefully. This bench had held a thousand lives and thousands more to 

come. She ran her hand along the front of the seat, thinking of how these edges slot into the 

shallow crevice behind children’s crooked knees. She glanced at the legs. They were rubbed 

raw from indignant dogs pulling at leads. Urine was seeping into the earth. Frances could 

only see brown mud but sensed the hot green lingering. This seat feels the sadness of a child’s 

legs. Diminishing gaps between swinging feet and fertilised ground. She sat down.  

Water Gate. She had been waiting for them across the river. Set back from the path her proud 

brick had no colour, only heat. As if the fading sun had set it ablaze and replaced pigment 

with raw warmth. Timber scored her front, scattering large zebras across the jettied upper 

rooms and disrupting the hazy glow. Only the higher levels were visible. The garden and 

ground floor lay behind a huge wall, which was severed by a black gate. This gate appeared 

at first to fit its strict rectangular mold. And yet, its slats replaced the top three layers of 

surrounding brickwork, as if the wood was burning into the wall. Purple flowers grew 

amongst this conflict. A room with a bay window hung over them.  

“I wish to keep this moment always”, said Frances as she turned to her companion, “and 

remember it with purple.” 

“Because of the flowers?” 

“No. The sadness of it all.” 

Ruth raised her hands to form a small rectangle. Here she gathered the house and the river 

before it. She pulled in the soft light and cool wind, the heave of Frances’ breast as she sighed 

beside her, the thrushes’ evening song, mud under her shoes. She placed it all inside that 

small, shaky rectangle and bit her lip.  

“There it is. Our first moment. Violet, violent beauty.” 

“We’ll live there one day,” Frances said and blushed, expecting Ruth to laugh. 
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“Yes. We will.” 

Ruth used to be able to hold this moment in her mind for hours but now even the kettle’s 

tune is enough to break it apart. The sound of steam is creeping in to form thick droplets on 

their carefully maintained purple shard. Ruth sees Water Gate tremble. The kettle reaches 

its harsh climax and the moment scatters before her, bringing the small living room back into 

sharp focus.  

“Tea?” Frances calls. Ruth does not answer. 

A few minutes later her fingers are wrapped around a hot mug and she has replaced her 

glasses, eager to fill the room with mist again. Where is Wilfred? She hears the chink of 

jewelry on china and sighs to see her wedding ring slipping further down her finger. She is 

fading. What colour is this moment? They are all too bright for such exhausting nothingness. 

She tries to think of James. A few months ago her memories began to slip; like an artist’s 

palette in rain. All the proud, vibrant blobs of paint no longer distinct. Soon, she knows, they 

will just be brown puddles. Confused. Lost. She tries to move her thoughts out into the room. 

White mist. A dog’s tail against her calf. Where is Wilfred? Where is Wilfred? The mug falls, 

a dog whelps. Ruth rips her glasses from her face and smashes them down onto the table. She 

tries to think of James. The paint is slipping.  

“Frances? Frances?”  

“What is it, my love?” Ruth hears the clatter of Frances’ sticks as she moves slowly towards 

her. She is leaning down now, shaking as she picks Ruth’s mug from the floor. 

“What is it, my love?” 

“They’re spoiled. Brown as mud.” 

“Our rugs?” Ruth glares into Frances’ laughing eyes.  

“Ah, the moments you mean.” 

“James, our wedding, the river, the children and our little publishing house, the children. 

Where is my mother? Why did you never marry, Frances? I want my children.” 

“I never married because you married the man I loved. Your mother is dead. You have no 

children, Ruth.” The mist is clearing.  

“What is happening to me?” 
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“You are fading, my darling. A leaf upon the Ouse. Brazen gold dancing on the surface, 

floating toward the sea.” 

“Did we ever see Water Gate again?” 

“She’s here now. Holding you. We have lived here for many years.” 

Ruth feels the ring slip from her finger. Paint fills her eyes. 

“Frances?” 
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WHAT WE LEARN WHEN WE LEARN THE HARD 

WAY 

Eleanor Pearce 

 

Anna holds hot coals in her hands like snow 

the first day it falls. In November sun  

she is all teeth and goosepimples and  

apple pie and eyes the shade of leaves, 

and you fit her name around your mouth 

like the instruments you never learnt to play. 

Anna is the ghost of left behind gloves  

and school science experiments and 

sometimes she comes home drunk, smiling,  

smelling like the first book you ever read. 

You swear she could spread her arms so wide  

the world would beat in her chest.  

She looks for you in the garden and you tell her  

about the birds you saw fight amongst the trees. 

How the feathers fell blood-matted and wild and 

you buried the vanquished in an unmarked grave, 

so number 8’s cat couldn’t reap the spoils of war. 

And Anna laughs and smiles and understands 

because she’s swallowed more loss than 

a casket can carry. 
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PHILOMENA’S TAPESTRY (Writing Violence) 

Rhiannon Williams 

 

eavy green velvet hung on the windowless walls, crumpling into dust on a stone 

floor, and down from the beams of the huge bed in the middle of the room. The 

candles had melted themselves out, and light leaked under the door like a drop of 

water on a letter thick with ink. Dust held in the air.  

Within the folds of the curtains and wood lay piles of luscious blankets and cushions, ruffled 

and soft, on a tall, wide mattress. On them, a body. Another blanket lay over all of this, made 

of a dense paste of dust. She had not moved for several days. 

Blood had rusted in her throat. A blind muscle, perhaps an inch or two long, slowly twisted 

into motions; for an ‘n’, it would have reached up, felt teeth like wet pebbles. For a long ‘o’: 

a plunge down into wet, blockading the entrance to her mouth. The stunted creature still 

reached, plunged, strained, but touched nothing. The hollow was dry and vast, and with every 

stretch of her guillotined tongue it seemed to grow, another chunk of skull crumbling into 

the scoop of her jaw, until her mouth took up her whole head, pushing her brain and pressing 

it up against the jagged bone at the back of her head. 

The door banged and scraped, sliding haltingly through the silence. She heard tired footsteps 

and a porcelain clank, the sloshing of water – a short, sharp exhale, and a reversal. In the past 

few days she had heard this ritual repeatedly; it was another tone of silence now. Except this 

time, she felt it surge through her gullet, under her eyelids, into her stiff, dry fingertips: water.  

The fourth finger on her left hand, naked now, twitched. It creaked, and an ache flared 

through it, stopping dead at her knuckle. A few more twitches and it spilled over and slowly 

spread across her hand and into her other fingers. Bit by bit, tiny movements pushed the 

feeling through her arm, across her chest, until her entire body was flushed with a throbbing 

pain. It forced a pulse through her stagnant blood and squeezed her muscles into dragging 

her body upwards, inch by inch. Sitting upright now, she pushed aside a curtain with the back 

of a clenched fist and, stumbling, stood up in the dark stone room.  

Her eyes felt raw as they sought out the lash of candlelight seeping in from underneath the 

door. With low, sluggish steps, she approached it, and reached out to where it bent around 

H 
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the jug of water. She knelt down beside it with a clunk and, the muscles in her back and 

shoulders twisting like a wrung cloth, raised it above her head. Chilled water laced with dust 

fell down on her, soaking her hair and shoulders, pouring through her dried and shrunken 

throat. Alive in that moment, she was the happiest she had been, her senses in a frenzy – 

roaring and rushing, ice cold scraping her skin, the dim streak of light bouncing off the stream 

in dazzling sparks.  

It stopped. The jug was empty. She paused, bemused, and then lowered it to the ground. A 

shallow puddle had formed at the bottom of her mouth, the route to her throat blocked by 

the remaining lump of severed flesh. She lowered and twisted her head to pour it out onto 

the stone beside the door; splashes of red and grey gathered, like oil in the small pool of water, 

drifting through the gap into the corridor. 

The corridor – fortified by water, her memory was wildly flinging images around her mind. 

A knife, many men, the stones of that corridor rushing by, a lock. Her face contorted into a 

scowl, pushing a bitter gaze up towards that lock now. Up and down, up and down; her eyes 

tracked the thin line of light between the wall and the door, looking for the break that 

indicated a bolt. There was none. She jolted up – fell to the ground – grabbed the door knob 

to pull herself up again. Instead, she stumbled backwards as the door flung open.  

She slid back behind the door in panic, the mass of light foreign and intense. It seized her 

eyes like a scream. She crumpled behind the door for many minutes, draining the room of 

air, bent over as if in desperate prayer, her hands clutching her hair. Eventually she shrunk 

inwards and became still. Her eyes still tightly shut, she pulled her body up from the stone, 

sidled around the door and stepped out. 

Like a sleepwalker, she traced dull memory down a long corridor, doors and picture frames 

filling themselves in behind closed eyelids. She dimly heard a woman shriek, a vase shatter; 

she walked on, hovering before a step, lowering herself gently down a twisting staircase. She 

reached her arms out before her, remembering, feeling the dip in the wall, and grasped. A 

clunk, a pull in her left arm. With a leaden smile she moved on, gripping it and dragging it 

behind her, hearing the metallic thump with each step.  

Suddenly, her bare foot met not air but wood. Looking down, she prised open her eyes. A 

heavy door. Her head was hot, her scalp prickling under her hair. She twisted her neck; a faint 

line had been worn along the steps from the sword slumping behind her, simmering in silver; 
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a single emerald. She had seen it many times forgotten in its alcove, strapped to the wall for 

guests to coo at; she had felt strange rhythms under her heart, at the back of her skull. In its 

broad, flat blade she saw herself, black and white, skin stretched over a skull, tarred reeds 

stuck to its sides. 

She pushed the door. Warm air, voices. Her throat turned over. His voice carried with the 

damp heat, rotten sugar. His words settled on her and set like a sticky, suffocating film over 

her skin. Her steps were heavier now. The stump of flesh in her mouth reached out for him.  

She stopped in an archway. Inside, a vast room; furs, hunks of half chewed meat, a raging fire 

behind iron, and sat on benches and chairs, many men, laughing, drinking, talking. Before 

them, glimmering in gold – she knew this man. He had slid gems onto her arms, given her 

gardens, called upon men who had painted God on the walls of cathedrals to freeze her face 

for his own walls. He had drawn her up from the mud. He had drowned her in words.  

As she drifted towards him, the room hushed. Only his voice continued. She stopped.  

The muscles that ran through her arm, back and neck tensed and froze. Something sliced the 

top of her skull; a thin stream of fire seared from her eye to her ear. Her nerves squeezed. 

There was a vacuum around her brain. 

She felt the words scatter across the room and melt into the carpet as the sword swung down 

like a pendulum. The blood around her heart thawed and flowed. Twisted veins unwound. 

Her eyes widened as if laughing, and a tender smile spread across her lips as she plunged 

again and again and again and again. Each time the silver touched air again, it seemed to her 

to be cleaner and cleaner. Green eyes shrunk to a thin, rigid hoop, holding back the blackness. 

And then shouts, hands on wrists and waist, dark. 
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IN DEFENCE OF AUSTERITY: POETRY AND THE 

SEARCH FOR SIMPLICITY IN WILLIAM 

ARTHUR’S FLARE 

Eleanor Pearce 

 
hen examining Flare, it immediately comes across as a well thought out and 

incredibly interesting piece of work. In many ways the poem battles against 

classical ideas of poetry and nature that follow on from humanist principles where 

the use of the rhetorical is admired above all else, and poetry is seen as a way to transcend 

the imperial world and make the mundane and ordinary beautiful through the affluent use of 

language and imagery.  

 

Flare seemingly rejects these ideas and instead fills the imagery used without with a 

critical undercurrent of both poetry and poets and the way they seek to romanticise and 

ascribe deeper meaning to the natural world. We are immediately drawn in to the speaker’s 

critical monologue through the scrutiny of his own opening lines “I want to wake...       No—

don’t start like that—to start by waking forecloses the/ night”. Here the narrator seems to 

fear slipping into the melodramatic nature of poetry as “not all awakenings are necessarily 

beginnings—the night has its/ dreams and they...      they too are tired out by poetry and 

dream for/ themselves”. The poem here becomes a sort of self-interrogation, a self-aware 

struggle between the need for language and the need for purification. 

 

However, as previously mentioned, it is the poetic ideals of nature that must take the 

full brunt of the scrutiny in Flare. Birds, for example, “don’t wake us with mellifluous songs 

for our worldly pleasures, they eat and they fuck and build nests to survive just as any other 

creature on Earth must”; Flare suggests it is foolish and egotistical to believe birds would sing 

for any other purpose other than out of self-interest, certainly “not for any incidental pleasure 

that might curl itself into our ear”.  Equally our minds and dreams are reduced to “system 

errors in the MS-DOS modulation of our minds”; they are not powerhouses of imagination 

and endless possibilities, but far less romantic machines for programming and computing 

information. Even the moon, that mystical orb that poets have strived to capture for centuries 

is reduced entirely; “pockmarked”, it simply “chomps/ Pac-Man-like into the darkness”. 
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Arthur’s use of punctuation furthers this reading as it highlights the stripped down nature of 

the poem; the dashes signify the gaps which would once have been filled with poetry but are 

now left as voids of experience, voids caused the narrator’s need to reduce everything to a 

form of simplicity. On the other hand, this also creates a sense of performance in the piece. 

The speaker frequently changes track, arguing with themselves as they are unable to find any 

sense of finality in the search for purity. The dialogue suggests it is impossible to exist without 

speech or without some kind of need to think about existence as it is intrinsically in our 

nature. 

 

Nevertheless, Flare is not a gloomy or disheartening poem; you could argue it actually 

coerces us into appreciating nature and the world in its purity, rather than to just “hang the 

irreplaceable moment upon it for poetic scrutiny”. For the speaker it is reassuring; we no 

longer need to try to write the thousandth metaphor for the sun, we can instead “give poetry 

to the kerbstone” and be grateful to experience the everyday and ordinary experiences in life 

without assigning a greater significance. That being said, it also presents us with the 

contrasting idea that whilst simplicity and purity may be freeing, language and poetry have 

become ultimately essential elements in our existence. The need to share experience is an 

instinctive part of human nature and it is language and poetry that allow us to do as such by 

filling in the gaps. Arthur has created a unique poem in which the speaker strives for austerity, 

yet undermines this principle through the description and designation of this desire. Speech, 

it seems, is ultimately un-quashable. 
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THE ASIAN-AMERICAN DREAM 

Motoha Shi Na 

 

tereotyping is a deeply ingrained tendency of modern-day society: every word has 

implications and connections that are extremely hard to escape or ignore. Yet each 

stereotype, in and of itself, is rarely fixed or long-lasting. In particular, the flexible 

categorisation of minority groups, disseminated through the power and reach of the media, 

has long been a valuable tool for the advancement of political agendas. An interesting case 

study for this trend is the changing perceptions of Asian populations in America: their 

transformation from representing the feared ‘Yellow Peril’ to the elevated ‘Model Minority’ 

reveals the malleability of politically-driven stereotypes, and the variety of problems that they 

can pose. 

Theories concerning the perceived danger of Asian peoples to the West originated in 

the late nineteenth century, with the rise of Chinese immigrants working as unskilled 

labourers, or so-called ‘coolie’ slaves, across the Western world. The negative stereotyping of 

such workers, associated with the term ‘Yellow Peril’, created an American culture in which 

East Asian immigrants were seen as a threat to the wages of the white populace, and, by 

extension, to the security of Western civilisation as a whole.  It was this culture that espoused 

the 1882 Chinese Exclusion act, which prohibited all immigration of skilled and unskilled 

Chinese labourers to the US. The revised version of this act remained operational well into 

the 20th century, alongside the use of the term ‘Yellow Peril’ as a scare-mongering device to 

scapegoat Asian populations.  

Yet this narrative began to evolve in the post-WWII world, as the focus of the US 

shifted to the dangers of Russian communism, and the race for technological superiority. In 

1965, changes to immigration laws allowed professional classes of Asian immigrants – those 

who had attained a certain level of education – to move to the United States. These voluntary, 

and often moneyed settlers were unsurprisingly successful in their new circumstances, and, 

as such, were upheld as model citizens, heralded by the government and media as proof that 

ethnic minorities had just as much chance at achieving the American Dream as their white 

contemporaries. Although this myth involves the evidently false equation of involuntary 
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immigrants, or those descended from slaves, with those already equipped for success, such 

stereotypes continue to contribute to the prejudice against other black and minority ethnic 

groups in America to this day. Proof of this can be seen in the denial of white privilege by 

Fox News host Bill O’Reilly in the wake of the Ferguson unrest: he argued that Asian 

Americans often succeed because ‘their families are intact and their education is paramount’, 

whilst, by contrast, African Americans refuse to exhibit such ‘civil behaviour’. 

Soya Jung examines this inequality in ‘Race Files’, concluding that white supremacy 

in America is somewhat of a seesaw, ‘a zero-sum game where groups “rise” by participating 

in the exclusion and exploitation of others’. In this sense, we can see the transformation of 

attitudes towards East Asian immigrants as an invitation extended to a limited and 

strategically selected number in order to create the illusion of a non-biased meritocracy in 

the US. Therefore, while it is true that Asian-Americans are an overrepresented ethnic group 

at elite universities, and often have above-average household incomes, this general trend 

should be seen largely as the result of migration patterns and the self-perpetuating effects of 

government agendas. Certainly, their success cannot be used to prove the universal 

availability of meritocratic self-advancement for non-white Americans, nor the laziness or 

inadequacy of other ethnic groups - those who have fallen far shorter of the infamous 

American Dream. 

This so-called ‘Model Minority’ myth has limited benefits for Asian-Americans 

themselves, creating institutional advantages in schools and workplaces by predisposing 

peers and supervisors towards their perceived intelligence and diligence. However, these 

expectations of achievement also come with a clear downside, notwithstanding their effects 

on the perceptions of other racial groups in America. Stereotyping East Asians as high 

achievers means that those who are slower learners, or do not thrive under the conventional 

system, are made to feel like failures, or racial outliers. The intensity of this pressure 

contributes to the fact that Asian Americans have been shown to suffer from higher levels of 

stress, depression and mental illness in comparison to other races. In fact, NAWHO states 

that among women aged 15 – 24, Asian American girls have the highest suicide mortality 

rates across all ethnic groups. Admittedly, it is difficult to extract one cause of these problems 

from another, and it is certainly true that the prioritisation of hard work has arisen 

independent of US influence in some East Asian populations. However, American 
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stereotyping contributes towards an overwhelming pressure for success, which truly benefits 

only a lucky few. 

Moreover, the conception of a ‘Model Minority’ comes with the stereotyped notion of 

Asian Americans as apolitical, and predictably monotone in their attitudes and behaviours. 

This means that while their relative academic success is incontestable, it is rare to find Asian 

Americans at high levels of leadership in the US: they are often seen merely as quiet, 

unassertive and submissive worker robots. As such, the other political purpose of such ethnic 

stereotyping becomes clear: encouraging East Asian allegiance to the American Dream both 

enhances prejudices against the ‘lazy’ black population and ensures that a group of potential 

political activists is suppressed. We can see the effects of this in a recent report from ‘Third 

Way’, in which it is recorded that the rate of Asian participation in US politics remains 

relatively low. And, of course, the other fundamental problem with the conception of Asian 

Americans as a ‘Model Minority’ is the same as with any stereotype: the existence of radically 

different histories and experiences across the Asian American diaspora is disregarded in 

favour of categorising all individuals as one ambiguous ‘Other’. 

The stereotyping of East Asian immigrants as a ‘Model Minority’ serves as a 

smokescreen for the real issues at hand – first and foremost, the continued contradiction 

between the US ideal of liberty, and the prejudices, limitations and aggressions faced by Black 

Americans. It also replaces allegiance between minority groups – a potentiality that would 

threaten the hegemony of white America – with division and antipathy. Consequently, while 

the evolution of the ‘Yellow Peril’ stereotype into an elevation of Asian American ‘success’ 

may seem positive on the surface, this politically motivated transformation has caused more 

harm than good to the unity and equality of the US as a whole.  
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HOW DO YOU STOP THE JUGGERNAUT? 

Ming Li 

 
he Juggernaut, a villain of Marvel Comics, is described as being “physically 

unstoppable once in motion, does not tire from physical activity, and is able to 

survive without food, water, or oxygen…” In the comics, once the Juggernaut 

begins a fight, his strength and speed would only increase and almost no known powers can 

stop him. Lately, a real life juggernaut has appeared in my life; whilst feeling powerless to 

fight against such a force, I began to realise that I am not alone in this losing battle; everyone 

around me has their own juggernaut, generating a collective sigh of desperation. Time is this 

Juggernaut; it has reached full speed, accelerating beyond our reach. “Time is like a toilet 

roll,” I remember being told, “at first there seems to be a fair amount of it, then in no time 

you start to panic as it begins to run out.” 

 

How is it made possible? Psychologist Philip Zimbardo proposes a theory: we all live our 

life in different modes of focus: present-focus and future-focus (there is also past-focus, but 

very few of us truly live in that mode). Within these three modes, Zimbardo further 

distinguishes past-positive/negative, present-hedonistic/fatalistic, and future-focused. Rest 

assured, none of us can live without one of these modes, yet the key is how you strike a 

balance between the three, something that he calls the “Paradox of Time Perspective”. Most 

of us overuse one and underuse another and he recommends achieving a balance between 

our perspectives in order to live a good life. 

 

Forget about Einstein’s famous theory of general relativity, or McTaggart’s infamous 

essay “The Unreality of Time”. Whether time is an objective reality or a simple construction 

of human psychology, we all experience time in our own way that seems to be “real” to us. 

Zimbardo, as a psychologist, breaks down our perspective of time in the most accessible way 

possible: If most of us are beginning to panic about the increasingly short supply of our toilet 

roll, what is happening to our time perspective? 

 

Although the concepts of past, present and future exist as if an individual entity, the 

connection between them plays on our mind constantly. Our balance in the bank is going to 

be affected next month if we do not go to work today, and the same would apply to past and 

present as ours career now are affected by what we did in the past. In short, there is a unity 
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in which we perceive our relation to time. Such perspectives provide us with purposes for 

life. The sense of a bright future motivates our present self, which believes that somehow, it 

is connected with the future self.  

 

We are perhaps, then, being synchronised in time. Our “Time Perspective” becomes 

“Time Perspectives”. What Zimbardo did not tell us is the truth that we are not content to 

live in just one mode of focus, but inclined (consciously or subconsciously) to twist them into 

hybrid forms which we deem suitable to our modern life. It demands us to treat future as 

present: we are told to consider our future: career, goals, and money, we start to worry about 

the exam next week, a job interview in two weeks and university life which may be months 

away. We even begin to prepare for deadlines that await us in six months’ time. To 

accomplish all these tasks, we move away from the present and become citizens of the future, 

then in no time, look back and realise we have accomplished nothing besides living in the 

past with a sense of nostalgia.  

 

It is from this, the twisting of time perspective, the circularity of our experience of time, 

that the Juggernaut derives. Everything we do, we do for the future, because the future is 

now; when the future becomes our past, we look back and wonder where time has gone. 

Despite more and more people emphasising the importance of “living in the moment,” the 

truth is that such a zealous call is simply an antithesis to 21st century life, a silly hope 

implanted in our hearts which we know there is little hope of achieving. The present is like a 

river flowing in front of us, while the past and the future appear to be a stable, finished and 

fixed entity, something which we can analyse, rewind, and shape. 

 

However, although we can never be a child again, we can fight our Juggernaut, for it is 

us who created it; we are a villain unto ourselves. If it is we who twist our time perspectives 

and make a fool out of ourselves, certainly we can be the ones to reclaim the lost time which 

belongs to us. The joy of life, as it stands, seemingly falls into preparation for the future; this 

is the truth of our modern world. Next time the speed of time flying by hits you and you start 

to panic upon seeing your dwindling supply of toilet roll, remember to slow down and remind 

yourself: jump into the river and flow with its current. Whatever time perspective(s) you 

choose to focus on, none of them are more real than now. 

 

We cannot stop the Juggernaut, but perhaps we can make a more concerted attempt to 

understand our relation to it. 
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INTERPRETING SILENCE: ERIC HECKEL AND A 

PAINTING WITHIN A PAINTING  

Heather Tanner 

 
uzannah Evans’ poem narrates Eric Heckel’s experience of painting Liegendes 

Mädchen. The poem describes a still life; a person lying on a sofa surrounded by their 

clothes, appearing to be facing the painter, but positioned so as to reveal the front 

upper torso and the back of the lower torso. Through the use of colourful adjectives, action 

verbs, metaphors, and imagery, I will argue that the poem brings out the intricacies of the 

relationship between the painter, the image, and the figure being painted. 

 

Primarily, the adjectives used to depict colour play upon current understandings of 

what certain objects look like. The use of colour words not only helps to create a sharper 

image of what the painter is painting, but also to demonstrate the broad range of colours the 

painter uses. However, since the author portrays the colours as very generic, these words do 

not give the reader the impression of a unique and creative painting, but rather suggest that 

there are deeper interpretations to be had. Colour adjectives include “zebra”, “forest-green”, 

“orange”, “indigo”, “red” and “dark”. Indeed, there is no discussion of change in colour value 

and/or gradient. All of these colours can be found on the colour wheel except “dark” and 

“forest-green”, which, taken at face value, are just as generic. 

 

Colours may also be symbolic of emotional values: “zebra stripes” could suggest letting 

go of conservative values, whilst “green” could represent holding on to hope or vanity.  

“indigo and orange” give the appearance of calm and control, but this is undermined by what 

we assume are the figure’s red shoes, a colour which indicates passion, but also anger and 

violence. The author writes that the painter commands the figure to throw off the quilt.  The 

reference to the shoes being the lowest position, and the feet as precarious or uncertain 

suggests a desire to throw away conservative values.  Yet whether these are the values of 

certain kinds of art or certain kinds of attitudes to art, remains to be seen. 

 

The author continues to use adjectives through the entire poem, but towards the end 

of the poem, descriptions become more abrupt, signalling the artist is finishing up and 

making final glances at the figure in the image. For example, adjectives indicating 
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classification of objects such as “up and down” and “stripes” are almost like indications of 

quick brush strokes and cross-referencing to make sure the artwork is done, contrasting with 

the earlier pace. This ending mirrors the beginning where the artist suggests the figure 

throws the zebra blanket. “Throwing” is another word which implies quick movement. 

However, “zebra” has become “striped”, a more conventional description, which seems to 

empty it of its character.  

 

As discussed with “throw”, action verbs suggest movement occurs within the painting, 

when really the only movement is the artist’s eye and hand as the painter creates their 

artwork. For example, “throw”, “spans”, “cover”, “hits”, “catch”, “lurk”, “stroke” and “see” all 

imply objects have moved from one point to another in order for the artist to see them. 

Additionally, action verbs demonstrate a type of playfulness to the reader. This playfulness 

supports previous implications of the artist and the still figure teasing each other. For 

example, the figure stubbornly “hides” from the painter.  

 

However, the author uses action verbs in interesting combinations to create different 

literary scenes – other ideas of what certain placements by the figure may represent to the 

painter. “Hiding”, along with “covers” and “turning”, suggest the covering of the arm over 

the eyes and turning of the figure away from the painter.  According to the poem the figure 

is still and doesn’t speak (a direct contrast to the artist) and yet these verbs of hiding suggest 

the figure is reacting to the artist painting the upper torso. Hiding implies the figure would 

not want to be seen by the painter when the painter must want to be seen by the figure.   

 

Previous to this, the author discussed “the breast”: its placement made it appear 

suspended. This does not actually add much description to the breast, rather the mention of 

the breast in general indicates size and gender. The ability to fully designate the woman being 

painted as a material object demonstrates a form of exploitation over the person. This 

exploitation is further demonstrated later when the author briefly talks of finishing up 

painting the buttocks.  Since the artist has this capability, the figure’s “hiding” from the artist 

must then indicate some contrary power, or desire for power, over the artist. Not everything 

can be exploited; the figure saves a piece of themselves. This idea is supported by the artist 

lamenting at the end about the figure not looking at them.  

 

The last element the poet uses is imagery. After the artist lingered on the figure’s arm, 

the author quickly changed subjects - to paint the floor, and then return to finish the body, 

giving artistic terms such as “fleck” and “hits the curve”, as if to indicate the artist is 
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refocusing on their work. Emphasising this, the author describes the artist continuing 

painting other objects in the room, playfully discussing the objects such as the jumper 

tumbling, and ordering the figure to catch it when the figure is obviously supposed to remain 

still. This suggests the figure remains in the artist’s mind even when the artist isn’t painting 

the figure anymore. Thus, through the use of colour and metaphor, the author is not only 

telling a story behind an image, but giving the artist a character, which in turn gives the image 

life. Not only is the painter painting paintings within a painting, but the author is as well, 

with an alternative medium.  

 

Overall, whilst appearing very simple in nature, this poem actually uses multiple 

elements which intertwine and emphasise each other, in order to create a very vivid idea of 

the strong emotions between the painter and the woman being painted. Through vivid 

colours and action verbs, the author creates a very lively image of what the painter is painting.  

While this image may appear very lively and colourful through, the colours may appear to 

signify something completely different to someone else, showing values and symbolism to be 

uncertain. Action verbs not only depict the process of painting but the contrast between how 

the artist perceives the woman being painted, (as still), and how she reacts, hiding her face. 

Additionally, the author’s vocabulary is very suggestive, which implies a narrative behind the 

relationship between the artist and the figure in the painting. Remarkably, it appears, the 

writer describes in one medium what an artist was depicting in another – creating paintings 

within paintings, which delves much deeper than the seemingly objective surface of the 

scene.     
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NEW QUEER CINEMA AND AIDS: GREGG 

ARAKI’S THE LIVING END 

Amel Kheirat 

 

IV/AIDS is culturally born in 1981, marking an epidemic that would go on to 

ravage the gay community, and millions worldwide. With it is waged a political 

war on signification, where the virus once discovered undergoes multiple 

nomenclatural phases, before it is linguistically concocted as AIDS. “Strictly 

speaking, AIDS — Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome — is not the name 

of an illness at all. It is the name of a medical condition, whose consequences are a spectrum 

of illnesses” (Sontag, 1989, 104). AIDS in essence is a clinical construction, an inference, it 

is a linguistic development which facilitates short-hand communication among the medico-

scientific body which discovers the virus and aptly does away with concerns over naming the 

‘thing’ without having to say it. From PCP to KS, to RUB/BRU/LAV in France and 

simultaneously HTLV III in America, the identity of the virus had traversed multiple 

signifying levels before reaching consensus and, by then, a political status of systematic 

distortion. Adopting the name HIV in 1983/84, the virus is believed to be a deviation of its 

counterpart, SIV (Simian Immunodeficiency Virus) which originates from Africa. It is not 

long before a labelling and singling out of those most “at-risk” is culturally produced, 

breeding the ‘4 Hs’ (Homosexuals, Haitians, Heroine-addicts, Haemophiliacs) — let us note 

that these constitute forms of identification not activity, significantly quarantining the 

already-marginalised. The resultant condition is the acronym GRID (Gay-Related-Immune-

Deficiency) in 1982 which further segregates a group associated with a still stigmatised 

sexuality. AIDS was shaped and coloured by the lingering belief in the “disease of 

homosexuality”, justifying a moral crusade against the “deviant”. An era of moral panic 

ensues embedded in a language of political paranoia, AIDS becomes an illness born of 

language, of discourse, an ‘epidemic of signification’.  

 

Arguably then, we must take into account that the name AIDS in part constructs the 

disease and helps make it intelligible. Therefore, in looking at the social construction of 

AIDS, “we must explore the site where such determinations really occur and intervene at the 

point where meaning is created: in language” (Treichler, 1999, 11). To look at the social 
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dimensions predicated not upon a scientifically determined reality, but upon what we are told 

about that reality, “for, try as we may to treat AIDS as “an infectious disease” and nothing 

more, meanings continue to multiply wildly and at an extraordinary rate” (Treichler, 1999, 

11). What is at issue is the way in which meanings are attached to illness and death, 

“meanings and interpretations which are refracted from a host of differing, and often 

conflicting and contradictory social possibilities” (Weeks, 1991, 114). The cultural 

representation as an essential site of political struggles demonstrates how “AIDS has become 

the symbolic bearer of a host of meaning about our contemporary culture: about its social 

composition, its racial boundaries, its attitudes to social marginality; and above all, its moral 

configurations and its sexual mores” (Weeks, 1991, 115). AIDS raises political and ethical 

issues bound by an us/them attitude. Always local, bound by a particular time and place, 

AIDS is whisked to the margins of disavowal, perpetrated as a crisis waiting to happen, the 

appointed ‘gay disease’ comes to represent a host of fears and anxieties carried over from the 

previous decades of condemned promiscuity, permissive lifestyles and drug-taking. AIDS 

comes to stand for any mythological menace, in turn expanding the meaning of AIDS which 

now becomes a potent symbolic agent in its own right (Paula Treichler). Associated with 

marginal populations, “one of the most striking features of AIDS has been the unusual, 

perhaps unique degree to which the group that was most affected by it took part in all aspects 

of its management” (Robert Padgug) (Weeks, 1991, 119). The AIDS crisis saw the 

emergence of a united LGBT front, of multiple activist groups, most notably ACT UP 

affirming direct action to end the AIDS crisis while provoking and heightening awareness. 

Enshrined in the power of affirmation and mobilisation, these cultural activist groups 

branched out to the video medium, reaching a larger audience, consequently expanding the 

view of culture in relation to the crisis. Arguably, AIDS, a ‘visually under-determined illness’ 

(Gabrielle Griffin) is suggestively ‘only manageable in representation’ (Juhasz). Effectively 

this means that the range of representations and counter-representations paves the way for 

Queer representations of AIDS, marking an evolution onward and an engagement with key 

elements of LGBT Activism. Asserting its presence in and around 1990, Queer is born out 

of frustration and conjunction of AIDS and Gay and Lesbian Studies. Drawing to sexuality 

as death, queer marks itself as ‘anti-identitarian’, like the illness it is born out of, queer “takes 

its identity from the presence of some among a long, and lengthening, roster of symptoms” 

(Sontag, 1989, 108). The Queer presents itself as a realm of tactical engagement which 

consistently questions its own pre-suppositions, built on shifting sands; it is a “performative 

space for imaginative revisions of identity and society” (Katie Mills).  Queer is always on the 

move, always ‘on the go’, “‘queer’ is movement” (Eve Sedgwick), it is fitting then that this 

trope is expressed through the recurring motif of the road and the emergence of New Queer 
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Cinema. In the age of AIDS, Gregg Araki’s The Living End, minimalist and excessive, full of 

pleasure, constructs a different frame of reference contrasting with the Hollywood AIDS 

films’ portrayals, favouring an outlaw reaction over a victim response to the pronouncement 

of the epidemic. The Living End is queer theory’s playground, disruptive and challenging the 

representation of AIDS in mainstream media.  

 

In The Living End, Jon and Luke — a clin d’oeil to Jean-Luc Godard — set out on a 

nihilistic road trip to nowhere, exploring ennui, freedom and desire in the age of AIDS, driven 

by the motto: “Fuck the world!”.  Defying cinematic convention is New Queer Cinema’s 

banner, fragmented, non-narrative and at times ahistorical, the genre is concerned with 

death, desire and identity following the policing of sexuality during the AIDS epidemic. 

Intersecting with a range of discourse, chiefly religion, politics and health management, AIDS 

reflected the neuroses that prevailed—and stood as metaphor for contamination and 

mutation—foregrounding sexuality as an area of public concern. Queer then is a period of 

radicalisation, of public visibility and consciousness, pertaining to the correction of the 

misreportage of the “faces of AIDS” and the establishment of a cinematic form and 

expression that emerges from the cataclysm of AIDS. New Queer Cinema is AIDS Cinema. 

In the same way the virus disrupted and caused shifts in identity, NQC aimed to represent 

the many levels of disruption entrenched in the conjecture that “AIDS needed 

representation, partly because it was considered unrepresentable” (Pearl, 2004, 27) though 

it may be added that the very unrepresentability of the virus is what fuelled the disorder and 

chaos of a queer ‘space of abjection’ and objection. 

 

Searching for some meaning to the irrevocable way AIDS has affected lives, the 

familiarity with death and dying disallows the normative narrative progression, thereupon 

doing away altogether with the causal narrative or narrative of origin trope and a Hollywood 

ending. Consequently, the self as whole and inviolable could no longer be sustained, and “the 

lack of coherent narrative, or genre recognition, or familiarly fulfilled cinematic expectations 

in NQC, is partly a representational, or ‘artistic’, reaction to the nature of retroviral 

behaviour” (Pearl, 2004, 24). AIDS disrupted the progression of life and forced the 

interrogation and reinvention of identities, in turn reflected in disrupted visual and narrative 

expectations. Interrogation was the mot d’ordre, and ‘meaninglessness’ was its catharsis.   

 

The transformative journey characteristic of the road movie is subverted by Araki and 

re-appropriated as a nihilistic roaming of the queer intersection of death and desire. Imbued 

with metaphors of death paraphernalia — cocked and loaded guns, skull scarves, a “choose 
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death” bumper sticker, and the obvious HIV positive prognosis — The Living End “aims its 

morbid irony at both the generic and metatextual levels to detour this AIDS film’s telos away 

from tragedy” (Mills, 1997, 309). The HIV-positive status of the characters timestamps the 

film and allows for a shortcut to the socio-political significance. Irony and pastiche 

foreground the film’s stylised de-stylisation and deliberately overstate the genre, once more 

bending the roles of gender propriety and sexuality. Moving away from the propaganda films 

of the gay liberation movement of the post-Stonewall decade “with its simplistic eagerness to 

endorse “positive images” and condemn negative stereotypes” (Lang, 1997, 331), Araki’s 

The Living End subtitled ‘An Irresponsible Movie’, in effect says: “Take it or leave it”. The 

affinities between the road movie and homosexual imagery draws out the symbolism of the 

road as a space of freedom from constraints corresponding to the gay affirmation of sexuality, 

in essence affirming that we are free to invent our own narratives. More so, the queer road 

movies of the 1990s do not necessarily offer a happy ending, however they do not forego the 

possibility of one, though unconventionally so. That is to say, “the new queer road movie 

believes in the dream — in the sense that queer happiness is understood to be possible — 

which is why the new queer road movie eschews the “happy ending” of Hollywood cinema, a 

tacked-on coda that at best is ironic and at worst a reinstatement of the repressive structures 

the protagonist(s) sought to escape” (Lang, 1997, 342-343). For Jon and Luke there is no 

“home” to go to. There is no certainty in the narrative outcome which is further emphasised 

and jeopardised by their HIV-positive status which creates the narrative backbone of the film 

—unreliable and marginal. Like the road Jon and Luke embark on, the narrative does not 

always have transformative effects, instead it is a temporal transformative space where gender 

and sex are forever unstable, inauthentic and disruptive because they are not inherent or 

essential components of identity, further blurring the distinction between self and other. The 

romance of the American road trip is played out in The Living End as a decaying industrial 

landscape where the tired representation of homosexuals as heartless killers is reinvented as 

a close link between body, landscape and social order. The sense of death in the American 

landscape is a foil for a diseased society as well, and Luke and Jon are no longer subjects or 

objects, but abjects—“radically excluded and draw[ing] one toward the place where meaning 

collapses” (Kristeva).  

 

The emblematic protagonist of the queer road movie, the hustler, and his politically-

motivated counterpart, the academic, enter a death bond, essentially taking matters in their 

own hands and embarking on a death drive. “The dynamics of the relationship have been 

established from its onset: Luke’s imperative recklessness meets Jon’s willingness to comply” 

(Mills) (Murphy, 2012). Functioning along lines of desire, “Laidback” Luke is the sexually 
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freed character who threatens the foundational underpinnings of the patriarchal order by 

making his body and sexuality available as commodity; the explicit sexual encounters are 

crucial to the narrative of HIV positive gay men. Like AIDS, sex is always at the forefront of 

the film, purposely and purposefully imitating gay porn. Furthermore, the alliance of 

characters seemingly opposite but brought together by chance via their HIV- positive status 

enables Araki to raise concerns with “how to sexualise” the body and social positioning in the 

context of AIDS.  Araki refuses to sentimentalise or romanticise AIDS, hence his refusal to 

narrativise the illness. For instance, Jon’s finding out he is positive is played out by an 

exaggerated gay figure who patronisingly assures him that “by no means should you consider 

this a death sentence”, quickly cutting to a sequence of newsreels of people dying juxtaposed 

to Luke breaking the news to his female roommate who remains devastated throughout the 

film. Symbols of death abound in such a way that instead of being harbingers of doom and 

gloom, their excess is rendered an absurd cliché. When Luke’s female friend proposes they 

move to Utah — as if to displace the situation would cure it — he snaps: “ugh, a fucking fate 

worse than death.” AIDS is made banal and Araki instead makes camp use of melodramatic 

tropes, which further undermine their status. The outlaw-positioning of the film refuses to 

be suffused with nostalgia for a time before the epidemic, rather it embraces its marginal 

status and “loving the abject, then, is the queer way; a self-affirmatory, strangely narcissistic 

celebration of an outsider status.” (Davis, 1998, 292) The attempt to demoralise AIDS in 

The Living End functions on multiple levels to interrogate identity as performance, and to 

do so in the midst of the AIDS crisis which “triggers a paradoxical dynamic which Luke and 

Jon act out, shifting between the unravelling annihilation of the death drive and the self 

preservation instinct of mastery” (Mills, 1997, 315). The Living End represents the perpetual 

motion of desire expressed by Luke as the freedom to do “whatever the fuck we want”, 

asserting the process of rediscovery and reinvention of the HIV-positive self as an extension 

of a diseased society as well as becoming an “argument to the gay community not to succumb 

to the AIDS crisis through aphanisis, the disappearance of sexual desire” (Mills, 1997, 317). 

The death of sexual desire is the silent worry of the film, not the death of cinema which we 

learn Jon is researching for a paper, rather it is the menacing effects of the AIDS crisis on the 

self-identification of and within the gay community. “But the point is not really to do 

“whatever the fuck we want”, since doing so could bring about the cessation of desire. Rather 

than reaching a goal, the object is to keep juggling fantasy scenarios in order to keep the 

sense of self alive. The challenge is to sustain psychic subjectivity and stability in spite of 

diagnosis” (Mills, 1997, 315). Satisfaction is kept at arm’s reach, “the responsible and 

irresponsible circulate and eventually transform one another” (Mills, 1997, 319) — let us 

recall the scene in which Luke returns to Jon’s apartment, bloodied after shooting a cop — 
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holding each other, forehead to forehead, the characters seem to be mirror images of one 

another, a doubling effect which enhances the transformative effects of the “death drive”. 

The tunnel shots and night setting does away with the typically scenic frames of the road 

film, in effect elevating an otherwise literal death drive to a symbolic living end, that is to say 

the Freudian drive towards self-destruction and the return to the inorganic is re-appropriated 

as a drive for life imbued in pleasure—a tendency toward survival and sex — ergo a literal 

living end. The night scene which ties together the characters’ fates once more, confirm their 

desire to destroy what destroys them, their mutual infatuation reads like a disease, “as 

infection blurs with infatuation, disease becomes a metaphor for accumulating rage and 

impetus for social change” (Grundmann, 1992). The rebellious drive of the film is expressed 

yet again by the politically active Luke who states to the introverted, intellectual Luke: “What 

do ya say we go to Washington and blow Bush’s brains out? ...or better yet, inject him with a 

syringe full of our blood? How much would you wanna bet they’d have a magic cure by 

tomorrow?”  The dynamics of the outlaw couple is systematically asserted, in effect 

positioning the LGBT community’s position in the face of the AIDS crisis. Essentially, Luke 

reconstructs history from a queer perspective, exemplified in the segment in which Luke sits 

in a graffiti-covered bathroom stall and manipulates the text produced by another vandal. 

Crossing out the “Kill” and turning the message into “Fags rule, o.k.” Luke actively seeks a 

radical opposition to the political challenges the LGBT community faced at the time. The 

crosscutting thematically links Luke’s nihilistic drifting with Jon’s grounded nightmare, 

effectively showing that “if Jon negotiates the audience’s access to the Living End’s world of 

AIDS, then Luke functions more abrasively, as an instrument of (political) assault on such 

access” (Laderman, 2002, 214). In contrast to Luke, Jon tries to cope rationally and 

conventionally, yet their multiple encounters—emblematic of the road movie’s sense of 

absurd coincidence or fate — brings them together in their quest for some intense and more 

fulfilling meaning to life under American patriarchy.  

 

Araki’s attempt to demoralise AIDS is once more articulated in the parking lot night 

scene, which sees Luke tag “I blame society” on a wall: “Again with postmodern wit, the 

political message he scrawls is trite, perhaps deliberately so: as a form of ironic, ludic 

subversion, he is “acting out” the cliché mainstream straight society will accuse him of 

becoming—a “victim” who “blames society”” (Laderman, 2002, 215). Luke’s reversed 

affirmation enunciates a sustained effort at self-definition in a constant resistance to hostile 

norms. Araki presents us in one way with an argument for a queer space breaking away from 

hostile categorisation, of self-definition and self-determination, without pushing for a strong 

sense of common identity predicated on a strong sense of common experience. For Araki 
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there is no linear development of a single homosexual sense of self, there is rather the result 

or residual abject born out of the LGBT’s “we are in this together-back in the closet” response 

to the AIDS epidemic and an unapologetic sex drive. “Dominique Fernandez has 

controversially suggested that contracting AIDS is a true sign of one’s nonconformity” 

(Davis, 1998, 288). Radically so, tri-combination therapies of the 1990s reflected that 

research was in an advanced enough stage to suggest therapies had positive effects. The 

combination of drugs was shown to be slowing down the spread of HIV, radically changing 

the narrative thus far. AIDS no longer meant death; it comes to be normalised and becomes 

much more banal, in turn reflecting a shift in AIDS discourse in Western culture.  

 

 The Living End’s preoccupation with death, time and history suggests “that for those 

marginalised by the world — by sexual identity, but not only by that — the spectre of death 

makes one more empowered, more free, than one was before one was haunted by that 

spectre” (Pearl, 2004, 28). To a degree AIDS is experienced as liberation and forces the 

interrogation, rewriting and reassigning of responsibility through disrupted visual and 

narrative expectations which furthermore provide a certain degree of “meaning that does not 

change or sanitise the experience”, (Pearl, 2004, 33) in a world made absurd by AIDS.  Death 

or recovery in The Living End does not play to the need for narrative closure, rather effaced, 

the end is played out as a predictable struggle of life or death within a marginalising society, 

and again subverted to disturb and frustrate the narrative expectation of an AIDS narrative 

signifying the end. The queer characters — Jon and Luke — point to the artifice of film by 

creating “”discontinuities” that unexpectedly twist the signature death sentence of both 

genres (road film and AIDS film) into a living end” (Mills, 1997, 308). Araki’s revisionism 

transforms rather than destroys a different frame of reference drawing on a utopic space that 

is both a paradox and a parable, revealing a post-modern wasteland and disjointed episodes 

symptomatic of the rupture caused by AIDS. The Living End counters homophobic notions 

and cultural readings of AIDS that perpetuate the stereotype that the “perverse” just want to 

die, arguing instead that the AIDS epidemic “resolved rather than occasioned” (Paul 

Morrison) a crisis of signification which has always been at the core of queer sexuality. In its 

claim of “irresponsibility,” Araki is subversively refusing “to answer for consequences, to be 

unable to render satisfaction, to be insolvent or unaccountable for another person’s debts 

[including death]” (Mills, 1997, 318-319). The Living End is a journey sans destination, anti-

romantic and imbued with political images invoking that aimless, irreverent mobility is the 

only appropriate political response to living with AIDS, driven by the need for constant flight 

from sites of potential identity thus questioning models of essentialist identity formation, 

permeable boundaries, and a surplus of signification. The road to the underworld, land of the 
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dead, the compulsion of the death drive counters the devastation of AIDS via a narrative 

effort to control death or rather history and the insistent creation of an “I” in reclaiming one’s 

life and “living with the end.” Whatever else it may be, “AIDS is a story, or multiple stories, 

read to a surprising extent from a text that does not exist: the body of the male homosexual” 

(Treichler, 1987, 42). AIDS is surplus, the invisible, intangible, a mark of inconsistency, the 

means in which our social constructions determine and guide our visions of reality, “AIDS is 

everyone’s Trojan horse” (Sontag, 1989, 168) —“the story of a metaphor.”  
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WRITING VIOELNCE 

Stefan Kielbasiewicz 

 

 was never really drawn towards crime fiction, and I had never heard of Margie Orford 

or come across any of her books. Nevertheless, when the English Department sent an 

email announcing that registration for the Summer Writer-In-Residence workshops was 

open, I was immediately intrigued. The idea alone of having a workshop with a theme was 

new to me, and if ‘Violence’ seemed at first like a strange choice, Margie’s outline convinced 

me that it was anything but arbitrary—her academic tone and extensive reading list felt 

instead like a module course description, and I remember the exact words that went through 

my mind were “this woman knows her stuff.”  

 

All the while therefore I had cultivated the impression that Margie would be an intense 

character. That notion was instantly dissolved when Margie introduced herself to us in our 

first session. She was both nonchalant and energetic, eloquent, and didn’t hesitate at all when 

speaking — as if her thoughts and her words occurred simultaneously. She spoke about her 

interest in the subject, her career as a writer, and her time growing up in South Africa. In 

turn, we introduced ourselves and our backgrounds, and why we wanted to attend the 

workshop. For myself (in addition to the free workshop), I wanted to understand why 

violence was completely absent from my writing, and consequently how to start writing it.  

 

To lay down the theoretical framework, one of the first things we did (if I remember 

correctly) was read through an excerpt from Fanon’s “On Violence” and Foucault’s 

Discipline and Punish. What Fanon’s piece helped us reflect on was first of all whether there 

could ever be a justification for the use of violence, and whether violence could ever be 

necessary. Foucault’s piece reified that question into the historical context of an execution in 

17th Century France, where the reality of violence’s necessity for punishment was 

indisputable. Most importantly however, it put into perspective that violence is almost always 

inflicted on the body, and that through violence power has the ability to inscribe itself on the 

body for others to see.  

 

But which bodies matter? That was the question we were asked, and although the 

answer wasn’t easy, it was obvious: female bodies—young, pretty and innocent. That in part 

explains why the murders that receive the most attention in the media are the murders of 

I 
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young women and children. And yet if you go to the morgue on a Monday morning at 9 a.m, 

the majority of dead bodies will be of adult males after fights, heaving drinking, or drug 

abuse—hardly any children or women. It also explains the focus of practically ever successful 

crime thriller: everybody cares about a dead, beautiful women or a child; nobody will care 

about a male teenager or a thirty-five year old man. Despite the progress we’ve made in our 

perceptions of women, crime fiction proves that, on the whole, society’s sympathy and 

empathy is still triggered more by young women or children as traditional embodiments of 

innocence.  

 

Margie also prompted us to realise that more violent social spaces, such as South 

Africa, produce a much smaller volume of crime fiction than more benign societies such as 

in Scandinavia, which currently produces the most well-known and most violent crime 

fiction. Perhaps the logic behind that is simple: there is no need to imagine or fictionalise 

violence when one comes into contact with it almost every day. It seems then that even where 

there is no extreme social violence, such as in Scandinavia, there is still a need for it in the 

imagination. And not just in a society, but on a personal level too: I would wager that almost 

everybody has day-dreamed about physically harming somebody they dislike, or at least 

witnessing them become severely injured. If it’s not actually happening, then at least we’re 

thinking about it, and that’s not not difficult considering the amount of violence that goes 

into films and popular media/literature, to the point where we risk becoming desensitised.  

 

Against the backdrop of all this looms one major issue which Margie outlined early on: 

that violence obliterates language, an idea taken from Elaine Scarry. As an abstract concept 

it doesn’t really mean much, but she gave the example of hitting one’s elbow by accident—

the pain nullifies the potential for any kind of immediate verbal expression, and because 

violence inflicts pain (often physical pain), when an act of violence occurs the possibility for 

language is destroyed. This dilemma was probably the most urgent and powerful way to frame 

the question and purpose of the workshop overall, which was simply “how to write violence?” 

That grand claim, “violence destroys language”, and the modest analogy of hitting an elbow, 

is probably the most poignant image that has continued to stick with me after the workshop, 

and it’s something I ask myself every time now when I want to write violence.  

 

In terms of the actual writing, Margie had quite an interesting approach. Firstly, being 

able to write about and understand a violent situation or event requires looking at it through 

multiple perspectives. With no concern about political neutrality, Margie assigned settings 

that were familiar to us from the news: the Ferguson and Baltimore riots; the capsized boat 
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of immigrants in the Mediterranean, a girl from the UK running away to join ISIS. We were 

asked to write different perspectives, for example in the situation of a riot, the first 

perspective would be from a rioter; then after that the perspective of a member of the law 

enforcement; then the perspective of an outsider chancing upon the situation; lastly a bird’s 

eye perspective of the whole scene in its disorder, as if from a news helicopter. In the ISIS 

situation, we were told to describe the abandoned room in ways that would identify the 

character of the girl; then from the perspective of somebody coming to investigate. These 

were the techniques we were assigned to explore in order to create a total, comprehensive 

sense of the environment in which we could create characters. The process was generally one 

of moving back, starting from the first-person narrator, to the observer narrator (the 

“storyteller” style of narration that knows the internal thoughts of the protagonist), to the 

omniscient narrator.  

 

A lot of the time after these exercises, which were usually between ten to twenty 

minutes, non-stop writing, we were asked to choose seven or eight of the best phrases from 

our pieces and put them into a poem. We would read these poems out loud, and we frequently 

read our entire stories out as well, which was great because the divergences in style and 

content of our stories on the same subject matter was fascinating. Sometimes this became 

difficult though, especially when once we were all asked to write about a moment of violence 

that we experienced in our lives. In that exercise as well we were asked to write from multiple 

perspectives, which is extremely difficult, because, personally, for my entire life I only ever 

imagined it, over and over again, from my first-person perspective.  

 

At one point Margie outlined three kinds of violence: gang violence, which is mainly 

driven by conflicts of territory; terrorism, which is driven by the ideals that people represent 

or embody; and interpersonal violence, which is usually a conflict in a relationship of two 

people (such as a murder between two people who know each other), and is always one that 

is related in the form of a narrative which evolves and builds up over time. The final one is 

the one of most interest and complexity to us. Margie illustrated to us how a moment of 

violence can change a person forever —that from then on there is always a before and after, 

a kind of fault-line that completely renegotiates a person’s sense of self and identity; every 

experience after the act of violence is somehow defined in relation to that act of violence. A 

moment of violence can change a person’s life forever, which is why it’s so important to try 

and explore and understand those situations through different narrative perspectives.  
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However, this is almost always the victim’s burden to bear — there is usually a large 

discrepancy between the experience of the victim and of the perpetrator. For the victim, the 

violent moment will seem as if it’s occurring in slow-motion, and that moment will remain 

stuck in the mind forever. For the perpetrator, the act of violence might be completely 

inconsequential. Margie’s example was a serial rapist in South Africa who described the 

raping of a woman with hardly any detail — as if it was just another ordinary moment of the 

day; on the other hand, the victim described it in a profusion of detail, and with an 

overwhelming description of the senses experienced.  

 

These issues and exercises were just a small part of the entire term that Margie, and 

my group and I experienced together. I initially wanted this essay to be a chronological review 

of what we did in each session throughout the term, if only to be able to give even a slim 

sense of what it was like to learn and write about these things. But instead I’ve ended up 

presenting it as the workshop has now overall become organised and compressed in my mind, 

in this retrospective form that now carries on in my memory—which I think is probably more 

authentic than trying to recreate the workshop experience second-hand. If anybody reading 

this ever has the opportunity to do a workshop with Margie, I strongly urge you to do so, and 

I’ll be very curious to see how next year’s series of workshops will live up to Margie’s. Until 

then, let’s start writing some violence:  

 

“He threw a low punch in his kidney, causing him to gasp for air as he doubled over.”  
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150 YEARS OF WONDERLAND 

Francesca Arnavas 

 
he has survived the Victorian Age, several wars and depressions, the Age of 

Anxiety, and when last seen was thriving in the Post-Christian Era. Lewis 

Carroll’s Alice may prove to be the hardiest perennial of them all (….) the Alice 

books comprise the most inexhaustible fairy tale ever composed.”  

(Phillips, 15-25)  

 

 

2015 sees the 150th anniversary of the first publication of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures 

in Wonderland. Since 1865 little Alice has experienced a hundred of adventures: as Douglas-

Fairhurst points out, “having begun life as Carroll’s ‘dream child’, Alice quickly came to 

populate the daydreams, fantasies and nightmares of many later writers and artists” (13).  

 

The first publishing company of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Macmillan (to 

whose owner, Alexander Macmillan, Carroll himself wrote, in 1871, “I began dealing with 

your house with full confidence in it in every way – and that confidence is undiminished”, 

Cohen, 97) is now celebrating Alice’s 150th birthday with a new edition of the Alice books, 

The Complete Alice, published on the 4th of July 2015, to be coincident with the Alice day.  

 

But this is not the whole story: Macmillan is also publishing an entire range of new 

editions of the Alice books, with different target ages (for instance The Nursery Alice, for 

very young readers, aged 0-5 years, or Alice in Wonderland: Down the Rabbit Hole Book and 

Cd Pack, an introduction to Alice for young children, with new beautiful and colourful 

illustrations by Eric Puybaret). Publishing house Macmillan is not the only one to celebrate 

Alice in this significant year: there have been and still are in course of happening many 

different events, conferences, books, art exhibitions, musicals, theatrical performances, and 

much more, all related to the most curious and elegant (she is a Victorian girl, after all) of all 

characters in the history of children’s literature.  

 

To mention a few of Alice-related events: in Oxford, during the literary festival in 

March, a talk by Edward Wakeling (internationally renowned expert on Lewis Carroll) and 

Vanessa Tait (a writer and also the great granddaughter of Alice Liddell, the “real Alice” who 
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inspired the Alice books) focused on Carroll’s life and on his being a perennial source of 

creative inspirations for writers of all ages; still during the Oxford literary festival, a musical 

performance entitled Welcome to Wonderland took place on the 29th of March 2015, to 

celebrate the 150th anniversary of the publication of the first of the Alice books, with the 

contribution of thirteen different composers who created pieces in honour of Alice; in 

Cheltenham, during the Cheltenham Festival, on the 2nd of July 2015, for the celebration of 

the 150th year of Alice in Wonderland a musical program all dedicated to Alice was offered; 

in London, at the V&A Museum of Childhood an exhibition called The Alice Look is running 

from 2 May to 1 November 2015, where garments, photographs, rare editions and 

illustrations concerned Alice are all gathered together for the benefit of visitors.  

 

Many other events celebrating the 150th anniversary of Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland are taking place throughout England (and a lot of them are obviously again in 

Oxford, the place where the Alice books were conceived, and where Carroll taught and met 

his inspirational dream child, Alice Liddell1): I would like here to focus in particular on two 

of them, the talk by Professor Robert Douglas-Fairhurst (University of Oxford)“Alice in 

Wonderland 150 Years On: The Story of Alice”, which occurred at the University of York, 

the 13th of June 2015, in occasion of the York Festival of Ideas; and the Wonderland Week in 

Cambridge, an entire week (15-20 September 2015) devoted to Alice.  

The talk by Professor Robert Douglas-Fairhurst was preceded by an introduction by 

Professor Hugh Haughton (University of York, and also editor of the Penguin’s centenary 

edition of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass) and followed 

by a conversation of the two scholars.  

 

The main topic of the conference was the introduction of Douglas-Fairhurst’s The 

Story of Alice, his new and rich book just published (Harvill Secker, 2015) concerning the 

complex relationship between Carroll, the fictional Alice, and the real Alice Liddell (as 

Douglas-Fairhurst himself writes “a triangular relationship… notoriously hard to pin down”, 

18), and celebrating the enormously fascinating power of the Alice books.  

Douglas-Fairhurst started the conference with an overview of Alice’s influences through the 

years; the quote by Richardson “I have been seeing Alice everywhere” appears to be perfectly 

fit to describe how the story of the little Victorian girl fallen into the rabbit hole has deeply 

penetrated our cultural structures, in almost every field (children literature, literature, 

                                                           
1 For a list of Oxford Alice-related events see Bandersnatch, “Alice in Oxford”, 6-8  
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movies, theatre, music, fashion, visual art, poetry.. and also fields as comics, videogames, 

gothic performances).  

 

The scholar then underlined one of the more relevant features of the Alice books, i.e. 

the obsessive theme of the double, presented continuously (from the beginning of Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland, where the readers are told that Alice “was very fond of 

pretending to be two people” (Carroll, AAW, 18) to the mirror experience in Through the 

Looking-Glass, where the duplication of reality, characters, directions becomes the essence 

of the story itself) and reflecting the complex, dual identity of Carroll himself (alias Reverend 

Charles Dodgson). From the topic of the double identity, Douglas-Fairhurst went on 

exploring the complicated and enigmatic personality of Carroll, focusing especially on his 

contrasting feelings towards Alice (the real one and the imaginary one).  

Then the scholar presents a charming metaphor for this puzzling relationship, using the word 

Wonderland itself: he thinks that a possible source for Carroll’s use of the term was the poem 

The Age of Innocence by F.T. Palgrave, whose works Carroll highly appreciated. This poem 

has “a burst of praise for a child named Alice” (Douglas-Fairhurst, 155), (“on little Alice late 

one morn I gazed, / Darling of many hearts, half risen from sleep…”, 155-6) followed by a 

description of another girl, who asks the speaker to tell her a fairy tale, a request to whom he 

agrees in exchange for a kiss. The speaker confesses to be unable by himself to feel the magic, 

imaginative power of fairy tales, but he subsequently declares that this can be possible with 

a child beside him, who, with her pure innocence, can awaken in him the wonderful world of 

childhood: “The fairy tale delights once more - / That wonder-land once more I see- / Once 

more I am a child in Thee” (156). Thus this poem offers us a clue for defining the role that 

Alice played for his adult friend: she was the key to Wonderland, the “child of the pure 

unclouded brow” with “dreaming eyes of wonder” (Carroll, TTLG, 139) who makes possible 

to lose oneself again in fairy tales. The problems for Carroll begin when the child grows up, 

and the only way to get to Wonderland remains the imaginary, papery version of the real 

Alice; so he created the Looking-Glass land, desperately trying to duplicate a reality he had 

already lost and which continued living only in his fictitious world.  

 

The talk by Douglas-Fairhurst at the University of York, (followed, after the interview 

with Hugh Haughton, by a display of Victorian magic lantern slides based on the Alice books, 

presented by Philip Roberts) was captivating, and so is his book, proposing fascinating and 

interesting insights into the still mysterious figures of Alice and his creator, Lewis Carroll.  
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As stated above, I would like to conclude this article by talking of another upcoming event 

celebrating the 150th birthday of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, the Wonderland Week 

in Cambridge (15-20 September 2015).   

 

The Homerton College, where the event is going to take place, is the UK’s academic 

Centre for Children’s Literature and will offer, in honour of Alice, a rich and heterogeneous 

program: there will be an academic conference, a cello concert, exhibitions, theatrical 

productions, a special bookshop, a “Mad Hatter’s Tea Party”.  

 

The conference (15-17 September, co-ordinated by Professor Maria Nikolajeva and 

Dr Zoe Jacques) will gather Carrollian students from all around the world, focusing on the 

topic of Alice through the Ages; key speakers will be Professor Dame Gillian Beer from the 

University of Cambridge, Professor Jan Susina of Illinois State University, Dr Kiera Vaclavik 

of Queen Mary University of London.  

 

Since I am going to give a presentation at the Alice through the Ages conference, I 

take the opportunity here to sketch a brief introduction of my own research, trying to further 

proving in this way the never-ending power of the Alice books to inspire new interpretations.  

 

What I’d like to propose is a cognitive reading of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland: 

the rationale for this kind of analysis has its fundamental bases on Lewis Carroll’s own 

interest in the exploring and understanding of human mental processes. I would argue that 

Wonderland reflects, merging them together, the two attitudes of Lewis Carroll’s concern for 

the disclosure of the phenomena of the mind, i.e. the logical and scientific part, with the 

already much studied mathematical references, geometrical allusions, problems and logic 

games findable in the book, and his less investigated connection with the studies of “psychic 

phenomena”, which finds a concretization in his being an enthusiastic member of the Society 

for Psychical Research.  

 

I’d like to give an account of these two different influences on Lewis Carroll’s work, 

and of their only apparent dichotomous nature: my aim is to show how Carroll’s interest in 

the working of the human mind in some sense cuts across his “double personality”(the 

fantasy writer on the one hand and the mathematician and logician on the other), attenuating 

its polarity; yet this is not to completely neglect its being “coupé en deux”, nor the attempt 

to find a kind of definitive resolution to its multifacetedness: I would just like to stress the 
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importance of his deep and highly significant exploration of the human mind through 

narrative forms as a kind of balancing element among his different interests.  

Moreover Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, with its being the expression of the merging of 

Carroll’s more logical and scientific approach with the more “irrational” and subjective one, 

is also a mirror of the peculiar cultural climate of the Victorian Age, where scientific claims 

and inquiries on mind reading and clairvoyance coexisted pacifically, contributing together 

in the forming of the new discipline of psychology2.  

 

Carroll’s interest in mind studies is the point of departure for my proposal of a 

cognitive narratology’s approach to Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, through which I am 

going to explore specific topics (like the relevance of curiosity, the depiction of dreams, the 

representation of an absurd time) with the help of cognitive science’s inputs, and through 

which I would like to show what particular mind tools the reading of the Alice in Wonderland 

involves, both from the point of view of the complex mechanisms the readers are induced to 

use to decode the text, and from the point of view of the creative process of Carroll’s mind 

itself.  

 

Moreover, the nonsense scenarios presented in the Alice books can be the source of 

two other cognitive reflections: the peculiar conditions of the emotions involved in a non 

sense text, and the cognitive processes used for interpreting literary representations which 

don’t follow mimetic parameters.  

 

In conclusion, Alice and her Wonderland are really everywhere (from Victorian poems 

to cognitive studies), deeply permeating our cultural structures and our interpretation of 

reality (there is also a neurological disease named after her! The “Alice in Wonderland 

Syndrome”); the numberless events running this year to celebrate their 150th birthday are a 

further proof of this, that “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is a story so deep as to yield 

results in exegesis almost beyond belief. A really great piece of literature is like that – 

bottomless and topless.” (Patten, 19)  

 

 

                                                           
2 About this, another interesting talk at the York Festival of Ideas was “The Occult Roots of Modern 
Psychology”, where Dr Andreas Sommer, University of Cambridge, discussed the historical link 
between scientific methods and the marvellous, showing how relevant figures linked with the 
birth of psychology, such as William James, were actually also involved in researches on telepathy 
and spiritualism  
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